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SIR ARCHIBALD SPEECH TO THE UNION OF STUDENTS

Following is the text of a speech by the Secretary of State

for Air, Sir Archibald Sinclair, to the National Union of

Students at Kingsway Hall this morning

It is a great honour to bo speaking to this large and representative gathering of

university students, and I should like to thank you all for the welcome you have given

me* As Lord Rector of Glasgow University lam deeply interested in the pursuits, the

work and the welfare of university students and I am glad to think that, even in war-

time, you are able to gather together and discuss your own affairs and your own ideals,

in a Congress such an this. I hope that the four days of this Congress will be profit-

able and enjoyable for you all.

The Universities of Great Britain have indeed played a memorable part in this war.

Therewas a time in history when scholars and men of learning were regarded as outside the

struggle and clash of w,oF, when they retired to colleges and universities to escape from

the smoke and turmoil of the battlefield. How different is the scene in the Twentieth

Century. Today the robust and disciplinel vigour of student youth and the genius of

their professors flow out through the open gates of the University and fertilise every

field of war activity. Total war demands effort and sacrifice from every section of

the community and the universities have nobly answered that call. .It has been the

policy of the Government to use to the greatest advantage the brilliant gifts and

unrivalled talents stored in our universities.

In war time the natural ambition of every young nan who is blessed with good health

in body and mind must be to join one of the fighting services; and there is no higher
service in war than in the profession of arms. Sene young men, however, who possess

technical skill of certain kinds, which are of especial value in war, ha.ve to be called

upon to sacrifice this honourable ambition, and they, too, deserve well of their country-
men* The Radio Training Scheme, for example, owes everything to the universities and. lias

enormously strengthened our technical and secret resources for dealing with theLuftwaffe and '
So scientific and technical research and training in our universities are encouraged
•}y the Government, because of their immense value to the country. Another important
contribution which the universities have madd is by relasing their staffs to man the

scientific Departments of Ministries like the Ministry of Supply and the Ministry of

Aircraft Production#

But not only have universities gxvon their best talents to the service of the nation,
non as well as women, they are also - in spite of their depleted resources - instructing
and educating recruits for the Armed Forces I am naturally most familiar with what

is being done for the Royal Air Force - with the most valuable training which is given
to

young airmen through the University Air Squadrons. Originally started in 1927
these Air Squadrons were then confined to the Universities of Oxford, Cambridge and

London. Today 23 universities and university colleges have their air squadrons.
Some of the finest men in the Royal Air Force have been drawn from these University
squadrons and, in fact, a large percentage of the pilots in the Battle of Britain were

drawu from Oxford, Cambridge and London*

The Cambridge University ear Squadron is deservedly proud of Flying Officer

Kenneth Campbell who for his determined gallantry and daring in making a torpedo attack

on one of the enemy cruisers in Brest Harbour was posthumously awarded the Victoria Cross.
The history of the other university air squadrons is in the making but we can rest

assured that it will be no less glorious. The Air Council attaches the greatest
Importance to the short courses at the Universities. On these short courses young1
airmen can get something of the atm sphere and something of the intellectual advantages
of a university omucation combined with the technical side of their air force training.
They were only started in April 1941 and already we have 1,700 young airmen - well

trained and broadly educated - being turned out each year'*
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FATE OF STUDENTS IN GERMANY

Remember this, Any boy - provided he has passed the School Certificate - can

be selected for these courses. The financial circumstances of his parents 'are

immaterial, 3y this means, boys who could never have gone to the University under

ordinary circumstances have their, chance. They have an equal opportunity with the rest.

That is a sound principle of Denocra.cy.

As I have- said, the Universities have given generously of their sons to the

Royal Air Force, You will find that reflected in the higher commands of the Service

to-day. To name but a few - The Chief of the Air Staff - Sir Charles Portal - Air

Chief Marshal Sir Arthur Tedder, and Air Chief Marshal Sir Sholto Douglas are all

university men and were there during the same years. The Royal Air Force has every

reason to be proud of and grateful for its connexion with the Universities, Consider

the value not only to yourselves but to the na,tion of the free development of thought
in our Universities, Remember the fade of your fellow students in Germany under the

heel of Nazi tyranny, and of the teaching staff, - 45/ of whom between the years of

1933 and 1939 were driven out of the Universities for the offence of non-conformity

with the vile Nazi doctrine.

As the Rector of Berlin University said; "The dregs of a past liberal, age"' have

been eliminated. Since 1.933 ao woman teachers have been admitted to German Universities.

If the teachers have suffered, so have the students, All Jews, in excess of a very
small quota have been removed. All students tainted:with Marxism have been purged*
Even aca.der.iic theses had to be submitted .to the Nazi party censorship. What- a

travesty of University lifej

Now what has been the result of this barbaric strangling of freedom in the

Universities of Germany? In 1931 there were 131,000 students in German universities.

By the winter of 1937/38 this figure had dropped to 38,000 -to less than half. In

1939 it was estimated, that the demand for graduates was 8,000 in excess of the supply.
The Tyranny of Nazi rule was shrivelling up the-, talents, the culture and the

humanities of a nation, -

A country, such as ours, which encourages and. uses its universities stands at

an enormous advantage, even in wartime, over a nation of robots. This brutal policy

of Nazi Germany is now recoiling on the heads of the gangsters who devised it. It

used to be said - no doubt rather unfairly - of the-academic yean that it comprised.

3 terms of unbounded pleasure and three vacations of unbounded leisure. Now that most

universities have added a fourth term, now that many of you are doing some kind of

military training, some kind of Hone Guard duties and find time in addition to go

harvesting in the summer you must be living strenuous lives with little tine for either

pleasure or leisure. Yet something of the old traditions of University life still

femain. For example, something of the old international traditions of'British university

life exist even to-day. Although we are virtually cut off from the continent, our

universities derive from the refugees in our midst the stimulas of foreign minds.

Members of the Allied Armed Forces in this country are seconded for specialised- training

in British Universities, especially in the School of Oriental Studies and the School

of Slavonic languages.

You have, therefore, most valuable opportunities for meeting people with

traditions and upbringing different from your own, and for getting to know their point

of view. That is the first essential for a proper international understanding -

for that friendship between nations which we must seek to capture from the ghastly

chaos' of the Twentieth Century,
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THE NEW WORLD

You hardly need reminding of' what that chaos has meant for the British

people - of the dire and deadly peril which was threatening the State, Three

years ago we stood on the threshold of the sharp and hitter tragedy of the

Fall of France, when this country - alone and unsupported - ..confronted the

might and venom of the Axis, ’Jo never contemplated defeat, we never meant to

give in, and we survive. Supported by powerful allies, we now feel that our

feet are-firmly set on the path to victory* But we shall only achieve that

Goal, if wo put every ounce of cur will and strength into our work. It is

natural that you should now begin to lift your eyes and try to discern through
the smoko of battle the outline of the now world - that new world in which you

will have a largo and powerful part to play. The necessary preparations must

be made and plans thought out, as is now being done, to give social security

■to all on tho linos of the Beveridge Report;- to abolish the hideous spectre of

unemployment; to givo to all our citizens tho best possible education; to

'provide our people with decent homos - in fart to use all the great resources

of civilisation at our disposal to give every man and woman, not only hero but

throughout ‘the world, a full, free and happy life.

■While tho state will have extended spheres of operation in order to croato

the conditions of freedom, which must include real equality of opportunity for

all., there wall bo plenty of scope for private enterprise, the life-blood of our

Industry, alongside publicly controlled monopolies and utility services, Tho

power of flight, too, must be used, both as one. of the principal means of bringing

the peoples of the ’world together in co-operation and comradeship, and as a

constituent - probably the chief constituent - in ,some form of International

Force, a,t the service of International Justice, for the maintenance of order in

the world after the war* But keep a. firm grasp of reality* Remember wo are still

■in the thick of war. It has by no means been won, 170 must van it completely -

and wo must not lot it drag on year after year, involving a terrible waste of life

and resources. Therefore we must concentrate all cur thought and energies on

winning it as quickly as possible.

Anything less than the unconditional surrender of tho ovil forces

which wo arc ranged is unthinkable; without victory, all our dreams of post-war

reconstruction are empty visions and rosy dreams incapable of fulfilment. Not

less when you
do look into the future, to reflect on the shape of things, to come,

to build in imagination tho world we should like to sec., keep that sense of

reality* This much wo may know for certain it will not be a ’.world for idlers and

drones'. It will rather be a world which will demand from all of us who believe

in progress and freedom, the. same ste
ady the same unflagging zeal and

the"name high courage which are carrying us to victory over the evil forces of the

Axis*
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